CASE STUDY

ConocoPhillips
Idea Campaigns for Continuous Improvement

SCENARIO
ConocoPhillips Alaska employees collaborate in the office and
in the oil fields on ideas for increasing production, improving
efficiency and reducing costs, saving millions each year through
smart solutions for continuous improvement.
ConocoPhillips is Alaska’s largest crude oil producer and one of
the largest owners of state, federal and fee exploration leases,
producing 179 thousand barrels of oil equivalent each day and
managing approx. 0.5 million net undeveloped acres at yearend 2016. Through their Margin Improvement Site, powered

“We positioned HYPE as the tool
where we could apply performance
metrics, surface critical data and
provide real-time dashboards to the
executive team. This really sold the
platform to the business, and HYPE
has since become our tool of choice
for our corporate margin
improvement program.”

by HYPE, they presently track over 2,000 ideas for continuous
improvement initiatives. They run 6-8 campaigns per year,
reaching a community of over 1,500 employees and contractors
in the office and field. The initiatives achieve millions of dollars
annually in cash flow improvement.

Joe Ramos
Continuous Improvement Lead
ConocoPhillips
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In early 2014, the BP Team initiated a project to
find a better process and tool. They evaluated
a selection of software solutions, including
proposals from their IT team to use a SharePoint
plug-in and to develop a platform in-house.
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• “A Single Point of Truth“ with businesscritical metrics for campaign and business
unit targets
• Portal for documentation and
preservation of ideas
• Platform which facilitates a culture of idea
sharing
• Process “enabler“ for structuring and
centralizing ideation
• Centralized dashboard which tracks
progress towards the company‘s annual
margin improvement goals

The “Spotfire” dashboard provides a performance overview of the program

RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS
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"We are getting more Ideas as a direct result of the HYPE platform - we actually can quantify this
and show the leadership team how the Margin Improvement Site has directly contributed to our
goals. I can point to a dozen ideas in the system today which are there because we now have an
outlet for people to publish them."
Joe Ramos
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